
Series: Change Part Two
Inglewood Commons 
Read: Ezra chapters 7-10  

SUMMARY:
Last week we spoke about some actions that ground us in 
change: writing down who's in your corner, noticing moments of 
genuine wonder,  and finding your voice to speak up, to be 
heard. Every change, even if it's good, involves a loss and every 
loss is felt as grief. The next question to ask is: what guides you 
in change?
Discussion questions follow the sermon outline; feel free to 
explore one section in depth or cover as many questions as 
your group would like. 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

Before jumping into the discussion, take a quiet moment to 
notice and name one place in your life where things are 
changing, where you need some grounding and guidance.

How do these words of Jean Vanier resonate with you at this 
point in your life? 
"Change in one sort or another is the essence of life. So there 
will always be the loneliness and insecurity that come with 
change. When we refuse to accept that loneliness and 

insecurity are part of life, when we refuse to accept that they are 
the price of change, we close the door on many possibilities for 
ourselves; our lives become lessened, we are less than fully 
human."

Memoir:
Do you enjoy reading memoirs or watching movies based on 
true stories? If you do, what draws you to those? And which 
ones have been particularly memorable? 

Chapters 7-10 in Ezra-Nehemiah are called the Ezra-Memoir in 
biblical studies.  Honest memoirs can guide you through times 
of significant change. 

Is there someone else's journey that you've read about or 
maybe witnessed that has helped you to think more deeply 
about your own?  How has it encouraged or maybe inspired you 
in time of change?

It is important to note that during this time in Israel's history, 
Ezra and the rules he teaches appear on the scene like a 
saviour. 
Would you agree that when life is changing - or when we feel 
some sort of threat - we look for rules to guide us? We tend to 
gravitate to the "just tell me what to do" approach. What can be 
the limits of that?



Holy Objects (Ezra 7:15,17)
God's people are not yet flourishing in their homeland, and Ezra 
is set up in the text as the restorer to the Jewish community. The 
letter from king Artaxerxes gives Ezra permission to take some 
holy objects to help restore their identity. 

How has change challenged your sense of self?

How do everyday objects become sacred in our story? What 
has been your experience of that? 

Would you agree with the psychologist Christian Jarrett that as 
we get older, we see our things as extensions for ourselves and 
that our things can even help restore a fragile ego? 
"We use them to signal to ourselves, and others, who we want 
to be and where we want to belong." 

What are some of the holy objects that guided you through 
change, reminded you of who you are and who you want to be? 
How have those objects (or memories, or achievements, or 
favourite movies and songs) reflected your identity, or 
empowered you to take action?

Holy Actions (Ezra 8:21)
On the way to Jerusalem, Ezra and the new wave of returnees 
make a stop and fast as a way to see themselves for who they 
are and to petition God to consecrate them and their journey. 

Share about some small care-filled actions or exercises that 
have guided you through change?
 
How did you learn them? What has encouraged you to pick 
those up? Or, maybe this week you'd like to practice a small 
holy action, what would that be? 

Holy Law (Ezra 9:1-2, 10:15)
The identity of Israel is perceived as being under threat because 
of an interpretation of the law that prohibits the Israelites to 

mingle the holy race with the people around them. People are 
concerned about the sin of not worshipping Yahweh properly. So 
every man who is found to have married foreign women is to 
divorce them and send them away. 

Where in your life or experience have you seen "ethnicity as an 
ideological construct to be used by people to hold onto the part 
of their identity they perceive to be under threat"? What do you 
think causes that reaction?

A few people take a stand against sending those women out 
(Ezra 10:15).

Have you ever been in a situation when you sensed that you 
had to take a stand or choose to be outside of the rules and 
expectations? What were the major challenges with that? 
And how has it helped you to deepen the sense of your own 
identity and become somehow more whole?

The Eastertide word for the surprising places guidance finds you 
is resurrection. This week as you hold that experience of change 
you named in the beginning, ask for guidance and newness that 
comes with resurrection. 

PRAYER:
Loving God,
What does it look like for us to, as Jean Vanier wrote,
Welcome change as “the essence of life?”
There are times when our road of change in marked my 
loneliness and insecurity.
Jesus, will you keep us from fear,
Will you keep us from division,
Will you keep us from limitation.
Spirit of the living God, present with us now, 
Will you enter the places of change in our lives  
And will you use all of what we are losing and all that we are 
gaining
To heal us of what harms us, AMEN.


